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Design and Verification of a Deep Rock Corer with Retaining the In Situ Temperature
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Deep rock is always under high-temperature conditions. However, traditional coring methods generally have no thermal insulation design, which introduces large deviations in the guidance required for resource mining. Thus, a thermal insulation design that utilizes active and passive thermal insulation was proposed for deep rock corers. The rationale behind the active thermal insulation scheme was to maintain the in situ core temperature through electric heating that was controlled by using a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) chip. Graphene heating material could be used as a heating material for active thermal insulation through testing. In regard to the passive thermal insulation scheme, we conducted insulation and microscopic and insulation effectiveness tests for hollow glass microsphere (HGM) composites and SiO2 aerogels. Results showed that the #1 HGM composite (C1) had an excellent thermal insulation performance (3 mm thick C1 can insulate to 82.6 °C), high reflectivity (90.02%), and wide applicability. Therefore, C1 could be used as a passive insulation material in deep rock corers. Moreover, a heat transfer model that considered multiple heat dissipation surfaces was established, which can provide theoretical guidance for engineering applications. Finally, a verification test of the integrated active and passive thermal insulation system (graphene heating material and C1) was carried out. Results showed that the insulating effect could be increased by 13.3%; thus, the feasibility of the integrated thermal insulation system was verified. The abovementioned design scheme and test results provide research basis and guidance for the development of thermally insulated deep rock coring equipment.

1. Introduction

Deep mining has become more common owing to the exhaustion of shallow mineral resources [1], and many disasters have occurred in deep engineering [2]. For example, current coal mining has reached 1 500 m in depth, geothermal exploitation has reached a depth of over 3 000 m, the depth for ferrous metal mining is over 4 350 m, and the depth for oil and gas development is 7 500 m [3, 4]. Also, deep engineering, such as coal mining, urgently needs theoretical guidance [5, 6]. Deep rock is always under high ground stress and high-temperature conditions, which is very different from shallow rocks [7–10]. Temperature is an important factor that affects rock mechanics and other properties. Also, coal mining that gradually develops deeper is affected by temperature. Therefore, many scholars have conducted research on the mechanical characteristics of coal, the gas adsorption/desorption behavior, and the seepage laws influenced by temperature. Regarding the mechanical characteristics of coal, existing studies have shown that as the temperature increases, the strength of coal decreases [11–14]. In the study of the gas adsorption/
desorption behavior, relevant scholars believe that gas adsorption decreases with increasing temperature [15–18]. However, the relationship between gas seepage and temperature is complicated, and there is no unified understanding [19–21]. Therefore, as the temperature increases, the mechanical characteristics of coal, the gas adsorption/desorption behavior, and the seepage laws will change. Taking these properties of rock at a normal temperature as the properties of deep rock will introduce large deviations to the deep engineering. Therefore, temperature is particularly important as one of the in situ conditions for deep rock. Scientific drilling has become an indispensable and important means for human beings to solve major problems related to resources, disasters, and the environment. However, due to the inability to retain the in situ temperature in traditional deep rock coring on the land, the distortion of core temperature will result in an incomplete scientific acquisition of the in situ core mechanical behavior and gas phase information. Therefore, it is necessary to develop thermally insulated coring equipment for deep rock and provide a basis for subsequent tests.

The main focus of deep coring on the land is still on drilling technology. Only deep-sea samplers have taken the lead in coring technology with retaining in situ conditions of sediments [22]. However, these devices are mainly designed for retaining pressure, and most of them do not consider thermal insulation design. Instead, the core is placed in a cooler when the devices are raised to the ground, such as the Multiple Autoclave Corer (MAC) and the Dynamic Autoclave Piston Corer (DAPC) [23]. Only a few deep-sea samplers include thermal insulation technology. Both the Pressure Temperature Core Sampler (PTCS) and the High Pressure Temperature Corer (HPTC) adopt a double-layer inner tube for thermal insulation [24–26]. The Pressure and Temperature Preservation System (PTPS) developed by Zhu et al. uses a vacuum layer with the inner surface sprayed with a thermal insulation material and the outer surface sprayed with an anti-UV coating [27]. The fidelity coring device developed by Zhejiang University adopts a thermal insulation coating [28–30]. However, the insulation measures of the abovementioned corers are passive thermal insulation (reducing the heat dissipation of the core), and no active thermal insulation measures are taken (retaining the in situ temperature), thereby resulting in a decrease in temperature in the core still decreasing. In addition, it is very different from thermal insulation measures of seafloor sediments, where deep rock is always under high-temperature conditions. The purpose of coring with thermal insulation is to prevent the core temperature from decreasing. Therefore, the existing thermal insulation technology cannot be directly applied to coring equipment on the land for deep rock. Thus, thermal insulation technology for deep rock coring requires further exploration [31].

A scheme for thermally insulated coring technology (150°C insulation target) for deep rock was designed based on concept of the in situ fidelity coring system [31]. Laboratory experiments were carried out with a combination of active and passive thermal insulation as the research idea. From the principle of the active thermal insulation scheme, test results showed that graphene heating material could be used as a heating material. Passive thermal insulation and microscopic tests were carried out. Results show that C1 can be used as passive thermal insulation. Moreover, a heat transfer model was established, which could provide theoretical guidance for engineering applications. Finally, a verification test was carried out on the combination of the graphene heating material and C1, as an integrated active and passive thermal insulation system. Thus, the feasibility and superiority of the thermal insulation scheme for coring technology were verified.

2. Thermal Insulation Scheme for Deep Rock Coring Technology

In view of the high-temperature conditions of deep rock, an active thermal insulation design uses electric heating to retain the temperature. Using a special battery as an energy source, the core temperature is collected by the sensor and fed back to PID chip. Finally, the PID chip controls the electric heating material to compensate for the decreasing temperature of the core in real time, as shown in Figure 1.

Moreover, passive thermal insulation is designed to reduce the influence of the ambient temperature and the energy consumption of the active thermal insulation. There are three ways of heat transfer: thermal conduction, thermal convection, and thermal radiation. The core in the corer mainly dissipates heat through the metal cabin wall by thermal conduction, resulting in a decrease in temperature. Materials with low thermal conductivity can effectively reduce heat dissipation. Thus, it is necessary to combine a material with low conductivity with the cabin wall surface to reduce the magnitude of the temperature drop.

As shown in Figure 2, according to the abovementioned ideas, a deep rock corer which adopts a combination of active and passive thermal insulation is designed.

3. Design of the Active Thermal Insulation Scheme

The heating material of the active thermal insulation is the key part. Therefore, heating material optimization tests were performed first. To satisfy the need for fast heating and high-temperature resistance, a graphene heating material, silicone heating film, and polyimide heating film were tested for comparison (see Figure 3). The graphene heating material was 10 μm of graphene attached to an aluminum plate, and ceramics were used as insulation. The silicone heating film was warmed up by a heating wire, and the outer silica gel was waterproof. The polyimide heating film was an electric heater, and the outer material was polyimide. Because a battery-powered scheme was adopted, a 12 V power supply was used in the laboratory to simulate the engineering conditions.

To observe the heating characteristics of the three materials in real time, temperature sensors were pasted on the surface, and the process for increasing temperature was recorded. As shown in Figure 4, the graphene heating material has good thermal conductivity, exhibiting the
maximum heating rate and lowest thermal inertia. The temperature increases rapidly in a short period of time, and there is no tendency of slowing down. The polyimide heating film also has a smaller thermal inertia and faster cooling rate; however, it is not very waterproof. The outer silica gel of the silicone heating film increases its waterproofness but slows the heating rate. In engineering, it is necessary to have a quick response to temperature decreases in the core; thus, the heating material must have a small thermal inertia. Only the graphene heating material reaches 150°C with a 12 V...
power supply. Therefore, considering the test results and working conditions, for example, the presence of water in deep rock, the graphene heating material is the best choice for the active thermal insulation.

To verify the characteristics of the heating material and its feasibility in the active thermal insulation scheme, the following experiment was designed. Four identical graphene heating materials were connected, and the heating area was the same as that of the silicone heating film (see Figure 5). The graphene and silicone heating films were used to heat water from room temperature to 80°C and, then, keep the temperature constant in the container with a 12 V power supply. The water temperature was monitored, and the voltage and current were recorded at the same time. The recorder used in the test had a PID chip and could also record data.

As shown in Figure 6, the silicone heating film needs 41.5 min to heat the water to 80°C, while the graphene heating material needs 13.5 min. Moreover, the energy consumption is 87 503.33 and 119 702.27 J for the graphene and silicone heating films, respectively. The graphene heating material reduces the time by 28.5 min and the energy consumption by 32198.94 J, advancing the possibility for a battery-powered scheme in engineering. At the retaining temperature stage, because of the instant feedback of the sensors and the real-time control of the PID, the graphene heating material can adjust the water temperature so that it remains 80°C with only slight fluctuations. These experimental results verified the heating effect of the graphene heating material and its feasibility as an active thermal insulation solution.

4. Design of the Passive Thermal Insulation Scheme

4.1. Passive Thermal Insulation Material Properties Research and Optimization. Passive thermal insulation schemes should choose materials with low thermal conductivity. The corer size limits the thickness of the insulation material. Therefore, the material should have very low thermal conductivity and stable chemical characteristics and is heat-tolerant and waterproof. There are many types of insulation materials, and after filtering, the SiO2 aerogel and HGM were chosen.

The SiO2 aerogel is a typical material with high porosity, low density, and very low thermal conductivity [32, 33], whereas the hollow structure of HGM insulates heat [34–36]. HGMs and the aerogel are widely applied. Therefore, these two materials were tested in the laboratory to choose the material with better heat insulation performance and, thus, better suitability for this engineering problem.

4.2. Insulation Tests. The fibre and adhesive are always added in the abovementioned materials when applied in engineering [32,37]. For the three HGM composites (named C1, C2, and C3) and two aerogel felt materials, insulation tests were performed.
The HGM composites were applied to a copper plate surface, and the aerogel felt material was pasted on. The thickness was controlled to 1, 2, 3, and 4 mm, and the temperature of the muffle furnace was set to 150, 200, and 250°C. The samples were set on the opening of the muffle furnace (coating was placed outward), and the temperature change of the coating was recorded (see Figure 7).

Among the various tested thicknesses, the 1 and 2 mm thickness tests used aerogel felt-kono, while the 3 mm thickness tests used aerogel felt-nano, and the 4 mm thickness tests did not use aerogel felt, as shown in Figure 8.

A portion of the test results is shown in Figure 9. The temperature of the material on the plate increases gradually and, then, becomes stable. However, there are some differences in the coating process under different conditions. The results show that C1, C3, and the aerogel felt have better thermal insulation properties. For example, materials with thicknesses of 3 mm insulate to 82.6, 80.9, and 77.1°C, while the temperature of the muffle furnace is 150°C. C1 and C3 have better insulation properties than C2. When the insulation thickness is thin, the coating results in poor uniformity. Therefore, the insulation properties of C3 are better than those of C1, and when the thickness increases, the properties of the two are almost the same. The insulation properties of aerogel felts with different thicknesses have some differences; furthermore, they require paste and easily drop powder during operation. Therefore, the applicability and operability of aerogel felts are limited in engineering. As a result, C1 and C3 were chosen for further comparison tests.

5. Microscopic Tests

To study the microcharacteristics of C1 and C3, microscopic tests were developed. Three HGM composite powders dried under natural conditions for 48 hours were sampled, as shown in Figure 10.

There are three heat transfer mechanisms of hollow microspheres: (1) solid heat conduction, (2) surface thermal radiation between adjacent hollow particles, and (3) thermal convection of air in HGM. When the diameters of the microspheres are less than 4 mm, there is no natural thermal convection in the internal air.

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) results of the three materials are shown in Figure 11. The diameters of the microspheres are 10–100 μm; thus, thermal convection should not be considered.

Microspheres increase the porosity and decrease the heat transfer of solids, resulting in a good insulation performance. C2 may be more brittle because a large number of the microspheres broke. Thus, the decreasing porosity of C2 results in a poor insulation performance.

The reflectance of materials to infrared light is shown in Figure 12. All three materials exhibit high reflectance to infrared light, and the reflectivity of the C1 material is the highest, reaching 90.02% on average. Therefore, C1 can better prevent external heat transfer in the form of thermal radiation. Additionally, for solids and liquids, a low absorption capacity results in high reflectivity ability [38]; for general objects, the absorption rate equals its reflection rate. The C1 material has a low reflection rate, thereby reducing the heat loss of radiation to the outside world.

Finally, according to the comparison and analysis of the aforementioned optimization test results of the insulation materials, C1 is selected as the passive thermal insulation material.

5.1. Passive Thermal Insulation Effectiveness Test. To provide guidance for engineering applications, it is necessary to test the effectiveness of the passive thermal insulation materials. The core cabin was simplified and processed as a small test cabin, as shown in Figure 13. The material was 304 stainless steel.

As shown in Figure 14, the insulation material was coated evenly on the surface of the small test cabin. The cabin was filled with L-QD350 thermal oil, which is conducive to temperature uniformity. The cabin was placed in the oven (150°C). After the temperature in the cabin reached 150°C, it was cooled naturally to room temperature.

The SiO2 aerogel felt has a good thermal insulation performance. However, due to its limited applicability and operability, the SiO2 aerogel coating and C1 were used to conduct the next tests. The average thickness was 3 mm.

As shown in Figure 15, due to the effect of the thermal insulation material, the rate of temperature increase in the cabin with the thermal insulation material is significantly lower than that of the blank cabin at the heating stage. The initial cooling rates are 1.286, 1.287, and 1.484°C/min in the cabin coated by C1, the SiO2 aerogel coating, and the blank, respectively. In general, C1 shows a good thermal insulation effect at both stages. It can not only reduce the disturbance caused by the ambient temperature change but also reduce the magnitude of the in situ temperature drop of the core. Therefore, C1 can be used as a passive thermal insulation material in the corer.

6. Proposal of the Heat Transfer Model and the Integration of the Thermally Insulated Coring Test System

6.1. Heat Transfer Model of the Passive Thermal Insulation. Establishing a passive thermal insulation heat transfer model can provide theoretical guidance for the integration of thermal insulation systems and engineering applications. First, the thermal conductivity of C1 is measured, as shown in Figure 16. The thermal conductivity gradually increases with increasing temperature and shows a good linear relationship:

\[ \lambda_C = 1.02e^{-4}T + 0.03427, \]  

where \( \lambda_C \) is the thermal conductivity, W/(m·°C), and \( T \) is the average temperature, °C.

According to the simplified model of the small test cabin shown in Figure 17, a heat transfer model of the passive thermal insulation is established based on the transient thermal conduction theory [38]. Thus, the temperature change in the cabin is obtained.
The radial thermal resistance $R_1$ of the cabin wall, while considering thermal convection and thermal conduction, is shown as follows:

$$R_1 = \frac{1}{2\pi r_g l h_f} + \frac{\ln(r_g/r_{g1})}{2\pi l \lambda_g} + \frac{\ln(r_c/r_{g2})}{2\pi l \lambda_c} + \frac{1}{2\pi r_c h_a}, \quad (2)$$

where $R_1$ is the radial thermal resistance of the cabin wall, °C/W; $r_{g1}, r_{g2}, r_c$ are the cabin inner diameter, cabin outer diameter, and thermal insulation material outer diameter, respectively; $m, \lambda_g,$ and $\lambda_c$ are the thermal conductivity of the cabin wall and insulation materials, W/(m·°C), and $\lambda_g$ is set to 16.27 W/(m·°C); and $h_f$ and $h_a$ are the convective heat transfer coefficient of the internal fluid and the inner surface of the cabin wall, the thermal insulation material, and the ambient environment, respectively, which is set to 150 and 6.5 W/(m²·°C), respectively.

Considering that the model height is relatively small, the thermal resistances of the upper and lower ends are calculated, as shown in the following equations:

$$R_2 = \frac{1}{h_f \pi r_g^2} + \frac{\delta_d}{\lambda_g \pi r_g^2} + \frac{\delta_c}{\lambda_c \pi r_g^2} + \frac{1}{h_a \pi r_g^2}, \quad (3)$$

$$R_3 = \frac{1}{h_f \pi r_c^2} + \frac{\delta_d}{\lambda_g \pi r_c^2} + \frac{\delta_c}{\lambda_c \pi r_c^2} + \frac{1}{h_a \pi r_c^2}. \quad (4)$$
where $R_2$ and $R_3$ are the thermal resistances of the upper and lower ends of the cabin wall, °C/W; $\delta_u$, $\delta_d$, and $\delta_c$ are the thicknesses of the upper and lower ends and the thermal insulation material, respectively, $m$. Also, $\delta_u$ is 0.024 m.

Therefore, the total thermal resistance of the model is shown in the following equation:

$$ R = \frac{1}{\left(\frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} + \frac{1}{R_3}\right)} $$

where $R$ is the total thermal resistance of the model, °C/W.
Assuming that the liquid temperature in the test cabin is \( T(t) \) at any moment, equation (6) can be obtained. The left side of the equation is the heat energy consumed by the liquid to heat up, and the right side of the equation is based on flat wall heat transfer, and the fraction represents the process of heat transfer, which is called Ohm’s law in electricity.
\[ \frac{m_w c_w (T_0 - T(t))}{R} = \int T(t) - T_a \, dt, \quad (6) \]

where \( m_w \) is the liquid mass in the cabin, kg; \( c_w \) is the liquid specific heat capacity, J/(kg·°C); \( T(t) \) and \( T_0 \) are the temperature at any moment and the initial temperature of the liquid, respectively, °C; and \( T_a \) is the ambient temperature, °C.

Finally, the fluid temperature at any moment can be obtained, as shown in the following equation:

\[ T(t) = e^{-\left(\frac{1}{m_w c_w R} T_a \ln \frac{T(t) - T_a}{T_0 - T_a}\right)} + T_a. \quad (7) \]

According to equation (1), the thermal conductivity of the \( C_1 \) material can be averaged at 0.04321 W/(m·°C) during the cooling process. In the case where the initial temperature of the inner fluid is 150°C, it is assumed that the ambient
temperature is 25°C. Therefore, according to the test cabin size, the theoretical cooling curves of C₁ and the blank can be obtained, as shown in Figure 18.

As shown in Figure 18, the theoretical cooling curve is in good agreement with the test results. Additionally, the relevant parameters can be substituted into equations (3)–(6) to obtain the heat transfer model of the actual core cabin, thereby providing guidance for engineering applications. In addition, the cooling process of the cabin is mainly divided into two stages. In the initial cooling stage, the cooling rate is faster, which is caused by the large temperature difference between the interior of the cabin and the ambient environment. This observation corresponds to the increasing temperature difference between the inside and
outside of the cabin when lifting the corer out of the ground. In the second stage, the temperature difference is small, the cooling rate gradually decreases, and the temperature inside the cabin eventually approaches room temperature. This shows that active thermal insulation should provide more temperature compensation when the temperature difference is large, which can reduce energy consumption.

6.2. Validation Test for the Integration of the Thermally Insulated Coring Test System. To validate the scheme of a combined active and passive thermal insulation system, an integration test was carried out. To be close to actual operating conditions, a 12 V power supply was used.

The chosen passive insulation materials were the C$_1$ and SiO$_2$ aerogel coatings; there was also a blank cabin. The graphene heating material was used to heat water from room temperature to 80°C and, then, kept at a constant temperature; the temperature change was recorded.

As shown in Figure 19, the passive insulation materials effectively reduce the heat loss during the heating process. The two test cabins with thermal insulation materials take 13 min and consume 84262.46 J when the temperature is raised to 80°C, while the blank cabin takes 15 min and consumes 97225.92 J. Therefore, combined with the passive thermal insulation measures, active thermal insulation can increase the insulation effect by 13.3% in terms of time and energy consumption, effectively retaining the in situ temperature of the core and reducing energy consumption.

According to the test results, the thermal insulation method of the coring system can adopt the concept of active thermal insulation (graphene heating material) and combine it with a passive thermal insulation material (C$_1$). Engineering applications also need to consider the layout of the circuit, graphene materials, and C$_1$ in the corer. Then, according to the working conditions, thermally insulated deep rock coring equipment can be designed.

7. Conclusions

A deep rock corer that retains the insitu temperature of the core consists of active and passive thermal insulation. A scheme was designed, and experiments were performed to obtain the following conclusions:

(1) Temperature sensors recorded the core temperature in the active insulation scheme design and provided feedback to the PID chip controls, so the heating material could instantly compensate for changes in the core temperature. The graphene heating material had low thermal inertia, which shortened the heating time by 28.5 min and saved the consumption of 32198.94 J. Therefore, the graphene heating material was chosen in the active insulation scheme.

(2) A passive insulation material with low thermal conductivity decreases the temperature loss of the core. For the hollow microsphere coating and aerogel felt, insulation property tests were performed, and the results showed that C$_1$ had better insulation properties and the highest infrared reflectance (90.02%), so the C$_1$ material could be used as a passive thermal insulation material.

(3) A passive insulation heat transfer model was established, and the passive insulation test results were verified, which will provide guidance for the development of integrated thermal insulation systems and engineering applications of deep rock corers.

(4) With the combination of active and passive insulation schemes, integrated insulation system tests were conducted. Compared with the blank control group, the integrated insulation system showed a decrease of 13.3% in terms of time and energy consumption. Thus, the test results verified the feasibility of the insulation system.
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